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‘Ice melting irreversibly’. ‘Climate crisis’.  ‘Planet reaching a state of emergency’. These are
just someof the overwhelming headlines surrounding us every day. It’s not surprising,
then, that many peoplehave eco-anxiety, which is the fear of the effects of climate
change impacting the world. But it’s not that simple. It’s feeling powerless against climate
change, like there’s nothing you can do about it. Anyone can have eco-anxiety, but it’s
mostly young people, after all it’s our future that's being affected.

The most important thing to do about any type of anxiety or stress is talk to someone
about the way you’re feeling. This could be a family member, a friend, a counsellor or a
teacher. Talk to them about your concerns for the planet, and make sure they know it’s
affecting your mental health, which is the important part. Remember you’re not alone in
having worries about the environment, and your future.

You might just be one person but you can make a difference by reducing your carbon
footprint. Consider how you travel to school or work. Try biking, walking, carpooling, or a
form of public transport such as a bus. Other ways to take action could be eating less
meat, swapping clothes with friends or handing them down to younger siblings when
you have finished with them, traveling by plane less and using less electricity. Small
changes do add up. Taking action will also make you feel empowered.

Explaining Eco-anixety
By isla galbraith

Being involved in a group can also make you feel like you're having a bigger impact.
Surround yourself with eco-aware people and you might feel more confident about the
changes that can be made. Why not join a local enviro group or make friends that
consider the health ofthe planet as much as you do?



The next step you need to take is to think: is there aparticular environmental problem
that makes you anxious? From rising oceans to blazing wildfires there is no wrong
answer. Research the truth about this problem to make sure your fears are realistic.
There is a lot of over-exaggerated information on the internet so make sure you are
reading the facts from a reliable source such as a scientific journal or a government
website.

As Clover Hogan said in her TED talk,“Instead of feeling despair or denial, remember that
it is not your responsibility to solve climate change because that problem is outside of
your control.” But if you focus on a single problem instead of the whole thing you can
make a big difference. The main message from this is: You have a choice - Despair,
Denial or Action. Choose the right one.

Climate change can seem scary and overwhelming but there are some positive things
happening already: some are eating vegan diets, which lowers their carbon footprint,
people are taking action all over the world, and others are buying electric vehicles and
solarpanels or becoming aware of climate change. Our world is changing for the better,
and you can make a difference while at the same time defeating youranxiety.



Will You Snail (WYS) is a fast-paced,
action-platforming game about escaping
an evil AI. The evil AI Squid tries to
predict your movement a few seconds
ahead of time and uses that information
in an attempt to stop you from reaching
the end of the level. Will you win the
battle or will Squid find yet another
reason to make fun of you? 

A challenging adventure in a neon-
glowing setting that blends combat,
puzzle-solving,and lots of humour
together.

For only $18.49, you can get hours of fun
and pain. Buy the game on Steam,
Nintendo Switch, Xbox and Playstation.

Will You Snail
By Finn Palmer





With the pandemic still going strong and people stuck at home,chances are you’re
looking for some things to watch. Here arethe best streaming services for you in New
Zealand.

Disney+ - The overall winner
While it’s not free ($12.99 per month), it’s easy to use. Just go to the website, type in your
email address, make a password, and add a payment method. Then you’re in. It also has
pretty much every Disney movie ever made. Anything from Star Wars to Cinderella so
you’ll be busy for a while.

TVNZ On Demand - The best free streaming service
This free streaming service by TVNZ is pretty easy to use, simply needing to click sign up
and input an email address and password. It also has a wide range of content, including
one of my personal favourite shows, Young Sheldon. One draw back this service has is
that there are pesky ads every few minutes, however the price - free - and the content
more than make up for it.

Spark Sport - Perfect for sport lovers
If you love sport, you will love Spark Sport. It is the cheapest dedicated sport streaming
platform around. The price ($24.99 per month) is really where it falls a part compared to
other streaming platforms. Although it costs loads, it has a seven day free trial, is fine to
use and has great content.

Neon - A service with lots of New Zealand titles
This service really appeals to people who want to watch local shows. Even though it’s
pricey ($15.99 per month) it is easy to subscribe to, comes with a free trial, and has some
pretty good content for younger kids, for example Paw Patrol or Adventure Time. There
are also some good shows for adults.

What Streaming
Services should
you get?

By Arturo Neale and Finn Palmer



Prime Video - Great content, if you can get to it
Prime Video has a huge library of well known movies and TV shows at a really
affordable price ($8.00 per month). If you can get to the content, then it’s really good.
However, the system for signing up is convoluted at best, having to create an
Amazon account and solve a relatively hard captcha. Once you get past the account
problems, the actual service isreally good with book adaptations such as The
Expanse or The Wheel of Time.

Sky Sport Now - Good titles - for your arm and leg
The first thing I think when I hear Sky is price and this one is exactly how much I
expected it to be. At a whopping $19.99 a WEEK you're better off buying Spark Sport.
It's not very good to use as it's kinda misleading and has a badly designed website.
But it has a lot of good sports titles and streams to watch anytime, anywhere.

Kanopy - OK content accessible with your library card
Kanopy has lots of lesser known titles and documentaries available, simply by
selecting your library and logging in with your details. The documentaries are good,
with lots of ‘History Channel’ among other things. It is mostly focused on educational
content, however.

Three Now - It’s free - with a cost
Three Now is free but that's all. Yep, it’s terrible to use and only has Channel Three TV
shows. I would try to test it but it won’t load. Please don’t try to use this unless you
like the content on Channel Three.

 
 

Spark Sport - 3/10 - 6/10 - 8/10 - 17/30 -https://www.sparksport.co.nz/
Sky Sport Now - 1/10 - 7/10 - 8/10 - 16/30 -https://www.skysportnow.co.nz/

Three Now - 10/10 - 4/10 - 5/10 - 19/30 -https://www.threenow.co.nz/
TVNZ On Demand - 10/10 - 8/10 - 6/10 - 24/30 -https://www.tvnz.co.nz/
Disney Plus - 7/10 - 9/10 - 9/10 - 25/30 -https://www.disneyplus.com/

Prime Video - 7/10 - 7/10 - 6/10 - 20/30 -https://www.primevideo.com/
Netflix - 5/10 - 8/10 - 9/10 - 22/30 - www.netflix.com

Neon - 6/10 - 8/10 - 8/10 - 22/30 - https://www.neontv.co.nz/
Kanopy - 10/10 - 4/10 - 5/10 - 19/10 - https://www.kanopy.com/
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Yes, I know what you are thinking .There are actually pros to having homework? Have
you ever gotten home from school with homework from the really grumpy maths
teacher? Well what if you didn't have to do the homework that the grouch gave you?
What if you could just sit at home watching Netflix eating popcorn and chocolate all day
UNTIL the teachers ruin it all. 

Have you ever screamed at your computer screen because it might click on something
different like the WRONG ANSWER and your results come back as fail? Or you ripped
your book because the question is too hard! What if you didn't have to get told off by
your teacher any more because you didn't have time to do your homework or because
your dog ate it? I can go on for days saying more reasons but I only have an amount of
words I can put in an article so physically I can't really.

cons and pros about 
By Claudia Packer and Mia peacey

Cons: Studies show that homework is not beneficial to primary school kids as there is no
correlation between homework and improved test scores.Homework causes
unnecessary stress. Homework can damage your brain if you do it too much (actually
true).

Everything has its pros and cons including homework (I know crazy right!!). Pros: You
have more time to finish instead of the teacher shouting at the top of their lungs
counting down every minute. "TWO MORE MINUTES!’’ It is so much easier to work when
nobody is distracting you. You can ask your parents for help when you need it instead of
asking your scary strict teacher.

You can break your computer if you do too much homework
on a computer. Homework can lead to health problems such
as headaches , sleep deprivation, exhaustion, weight loss.
So you see you don't really need homework to survive!



The grumpy maths teacher will have to come up with some other way to teach the kids
other than in the classroom or they just won't have to at all!! Our personal opinion is that
homework is not necessary in most situations but sometimes sadly you need to do
homework, to prepare for a test or if you need to catch up on something you didn’t do in
class. Therefore homework is really not necessary. (Unless you will get detention if you
don't.)

We both agreed on interviewing one person each. We asked: do you like homework?
About what they like about homework? Do you think homework is necessary and why?
Do you think there are pros and cons about homework?

Claudia interviewed her friend at school called Ilaria from her school. Her answers were:
“I enjoy homework but it depends if you have already done lots of work at school and
you have something on or if you are really tired after a long BORING day at school.” She
also said, "I think homework is necessary sometimes because you could continue and
get smarter but then you might be tired after a day at volleyball or sports or something
like that.” Pros included: “I think you need to do homework so then you can practise on
stuff you don't know and you get better at maths or english.” Cons: “You might have had
a bad day and you just want to rest but the teachers are nagging at you ALL DAY long!!
When what you really want to do instead of homework is watching movies and sleeping
all day. And it also causes stress if you don't do it and its due the next day.”

P.S. Not all teachers are grumpy and strict, also not all of them teach maths.
P.P.S Teachers if you're reading this please don't hunt us down.

Warning: There will be a fair punishment if you don't do your homework. (Do your
homework kids!)


